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Objective

Background

Methods

• To describe a novel adaptation of framework synthesis (FS),
which was used to facilitate the synthesis of qualitative
and quantitative evidence relating to the differential
diagnosis (DDx) of diarrhea in patients with gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (GEP-NETs).

• FS is a method for synthesis of qualitative research. It
can also be used to integrate quantitative and qualitative
data to explore complex healthcare issues.1 We used FS
to explore evidence (identified via systematic literature
review [SLR]) relating to DDx of diarrhea in patients with
GEP-NETs, for which little quantitative data are available.

• A summary of the review methodology is presented in Figure 1.
A preliminary framework of themes associated with differential
diagnosis of NET diarrhea was developed to inform the
methodology of the SLR and facilitate data extraction and
synthesis, which was performed in Docear (Figure 2).
The final evidence framework is presented in Table 1.

Figure 1

Development of a preliminary framework

Figure 2

Data extraction and synthesis in Docear

Preliminary framework

1

A preliminary framework of themes associated with the research
question was developed through a scoping search of the
literature and discussion with clinical expertsa

PDF of the included article

Systematic literature review
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3

A comprehensive search
strategy of electronic
databases (MEDLINE,
Embase, CDSR, CENTRAL
and DARE) was performed

4

Hand searches of
congresses, reference lists,
ClinicalTrials.gov, and a
Google search for relevant
guidelines were undertaken
to identify any additional
relevant articles
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Theme

Inclusion criteria were
defined using the SPIDER
tool (Sample, Phenomenon
of Interest, Design,
Evaluation, Research type)a

Sub-theme
In Docear, themes were created as nodes, any sub-themes or non-thematical categories (e.g. condition)
were created as ‘child’ nodes. The imported PDF of each included article and the extracted data were then
indexed against the relevant themes.

Any study design and article
type were eligible if relevant
data were reported

Table 1

Eligible qualitative data
included any relevant written
text from any section of
eligible articles

Framework synthesis

7

9

The preliminary framework
was developed as a
mind map in Docearb
(Figure 2)

Extracted data

Novel themes were
developed iteratively for
relevant data that could not
be indexed to any
pre-determined themesa

The final framework of themes associated with differential
diagnosis of NET diarrhea

Theme

Subthemes

Proportion of NET
patients with diarrhea
due to various causes

Proportion inferred from underlying conditions
Proportion fulfilling diagnostic criteria for alternative cause
(but not diagnosed with the condition)
Proportion directly confirmed through clinical tests
Assessing disease progression
Dose escalation

Initial investigations

Regular screening for malnutrition
Assessing patient history of diarrhea

8

Two reviewers coded and
indexed relevant data
from each article against
the framework (only
relevant data were coded;
study details extracted
separately)

10

11

Extractions and indexing
were compared and
discussed between reviewers
to ensure consistency in
interpretationa

Approaches for inferring Characteristics of CSD
the cause of diarrhea
Characteristics of non-NET diarrhea
Diagnostic tests
Treatment trials
Approaches for
confirming/excluding
Treatment discontinuation
other causes of diarrhea
Quantitative data on effectiveness or suitability of approaches/
Opinions on effectiveness or suitability of approaches
Targeted treatments perceived to be ineffective in patients with non-CSD
Consequences if the
Missed opportunity to diagnose and treat other underlying conditions –
cause of diarrhea is not
remains undiagnosed and prolongs duration of diarrhea
properly ascertained
Negative impact on patient nutrition

The quality and limitations
of each source were
discussed by two reviewersa,c

Final framework

12

A final framework was developed (Table 1), providing an
overview of currently available evidencea

Advice and suggestions
for differential
diagnosis of diarrhea
in NETs

Clinical experts were involved at multiple stages throughout the review process. bDocear is an academic
literature management system, further information is available at http://www.docear.org/. cDue to substantial
heterogeneity in study design and source of data (e.g. discussion section of study article), a thorough and
formal quality assessment using a validated tool was not conducted.

a

Figure 3

Improvements to patient and clinician awareness
Involvement of a multidisciplinary team and specialized clinicians
Screening for malnutrition
Direct line of questioning to prompt patients to discuss their diarrhea

Purple shaded text indicates the novel themes that arose iteratively during data synthesis.
CSD: carcinoid syndrome diarrhea; NET: neuroendocrine tumor.

Study designs and words extracted by theme

Observational study

Proportions

3

Initial investigations

Case report
Case study compendium
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Inferring the cause
Single-arm trial
Randomized trial
Narrative review
Guideline
Commentary
Clinical roundtable monograph
Expert opinion with case series
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6
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6

Confirming the cause

1
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Advice and recommendations
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Consequences if cause is not properly ascertained
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It is important to note that with the exception of the ‘Proportions’ theme, data extracted from publications reporting on observational studies and single-arm or randomized trials largely comprised qualitative data from the
discussion section of each article. The volume of relevant data reported within each article varied; therefore, the number of articles in each theme is not an accurate reflection of the evidence base. For example, more data were
extracted and indexed to the ‘inferring the cause’ theme than for ‘initial investigations’, from fewer articles.

Results
• Data from 47 articles (44 unique studies) were included
in the final framework. Information supporting all
predefined themes was identified from observational
studies, case reports, guidelines and narrative reviews.
Three novel themes emerged (Table 1), and data were
often indexed to more than one theme.
• Quantitative data were primarily obtained from
observational studies, while the majority of qualitative
data relevant to the ‘inferring’ and ‘confirming the
cause of diarrhea’ themes were extracted from reviews,
guidelines, case reports, and the discussion section of
articles reporting on observational studies (Figure 3).
• A total of 4,654 words were extracted from the 47
included articles, although in some articles only one
sentence of text was relevant, demonstrating the sparsity
of the evidence base (Figure 3).

• As most data were qualitative and sourced from discussion
sections, findings may be subject to author opinion and
lack supporting evidence.
• However, these findings provided valuable insight on
the importance of DDx of NET diarrhea and allowed
for the development of a theoretical chronological
framework including approaches for DDx of NET diarrhea,
highlighting diagnostic methods to further investigate for
use in clinical practice.
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Conclusions
• We demonstrate a novel use of FS, which allowed
for comprehensive synthesis of heterogeneous data
identified from a systematic review.
• However, there are limitations associated with
evidence quality and assessment due to substantial
heterogeneity; since data were obtained from any
section of a variety of articles, it was not feasible to
use a validated quality assessment tool.
• This adaptation of FS may therefore be most
appropriate for unexplored or complex research
topics, where little high-quality evidence
is available.
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